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Constraint-based flux analysis has been widely used in metabolic engineering to predict genetic optimization
strategies. These methods seek to find genetic manipulations that maximally couple the desired metabolites with the
cellular growth objective. However, such framework does not work well for overproducing chemicals that are not
closely correlated with biomass, for example non-native biochemical production by introducing synthetic pathways
into heterologous host cells. Here, we present a computational method called OP-Synthetic, which can identify
effective manipulations (upregulation, downregulation and deletion of reactions) and produce a step-by-step
optimization strategy for the overproduction of indigenous and non-native chemicals. We compared OP-Synthetic
with several state-of-the-art computational approaches on the problems of succinate overproduction and N-
acetylneuraminic acid synthetic pathway optimization in Escherichia coli. OP-Synthetic showed its advantage for
efficiently handling multiple steps optimization problems on genome wide metabolic networks. And more
importantly, the optimization strategies predicted by OP-Synthetic have a better match with existing engineered
strains, especially for the engineering of synthetic metabolic pathways for non-native chemical production. OP-
Synthetic is freely available at:http://bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/member/xwwang/OPSynthetic/.
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INTRODUCTION

Metabolic engineering aims to promote microorganisms
into cell factories to produce valuable chemicals. How-
ever, wild type microorganisms often produce the desired
chemicals with low efficiency [1]. Furthermore, many
such chemicals cannot be produced through native
metabolic pathways in host organisms widely used by
industry like Escherichia coli and yeast [2]. Over the past
few decades, many researchers attempted to apply genetic
engineering to overproduce high-value chemicals by
tuning the metabolic pathways [3–5], and introducing
synthetic metabolic pathways into the heterologous host
strains to produce non-native chemicals [1,6,7].
In many cases, changes to local metabolic pathways

may significantly affect the flux distribution on the whole
metabolic network. Due to the explosion of omics data,

computational approaches have emerged to provide
systematic and rational design strategies for the over-
production of biochemicals, which greatly saves time and
labor during metabolic engineering [8,9]. In the last
decade, computational methods have been widely used to
guide metabolic engineering experiments, like the over-
production of succinate [10,11], L-valine [4], L-threonine
[12], lycopene [3,13] in E. coli, and overproduction of
ethanol in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [14], etc.
Most current computational methods are developed

based on the steady-state metabolic flux model with
stoichiometric constraints [15]. Flux balance analysis
(FBA) [16], flux variability analysis (FVA) [17] and
minimization of metabolic adjustment (MOMA) [18] are
widely used constraint-based analyzing approaches. FBA
uses the stoichiometry constraint to define a bounded
solution space, and then uses biomass or other objective
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functions to determine the optimal flux distribution on the
network [15,19]. FVA describes the tolerable range of flux
variability in near optimal and sub-optimal states. MOMA
minimizes the metabolic adjustment to achieve the flux
distribution in mutant strain. Based on these approaches, a
number of methods have been proposed to identify the
gene modifications that enhance the production of the
desired metabolites [20,21]. For example, OptKnock [22],
OptReg [23], OptStrain [24], and Redirector [25] use a
bilevel optimization strategy to search for the genetic
manipulations that best couple biomass and the desired
compounds. FSEOF [26] and FVSEOF [27] identify
targets by scanning changes in flux variability in response
to a pre-specified objective yield. OptForce [28] uses flux
variability to find minimum sets of manipulations to let
the target metabolites meet a pre-specified yield. Different
from OptForce, CosMos [29] can find continuous
interventions and identify more strategies that guarantee
objective production. To overcome the limitation of
insufficient computational time and resources as the size
of the metabolic network and the kinds of manipulations
increase, GDLS [30] uses the local search method with
multiple search paths instead of global search to find gene
knockouts. GDBB [31] is another method aiming to
shorten the computational time through a truncated
branch algorithm. These methods were shown to be
efficient when they are applied to the overproduction of
succinate and acetate, that have close connection with
biomass [22,31]. However, in some cases, especially
when dealing with some non-native biochemical over-
production problems, desired chemical production is not
directly coupled to biomass production. Therefore, no
matter how to choose the manipulations, objective
metabolite cannot be optimized as the byproduct of
biomass.
In this work, we introduced a new optimization

procedure named OP-Synthetic that searches for possible
genetic manipulations (reaction upregulation, downregu-
lation, and deletion) to overproduce the desired metabo-
lite using a stepwise searching method. OP-Synthetic
computes the capacity of the desired metabolite con-
strained by the suboptimal reaction range obtained by
FVA. Hence, the desired metabolite is not directly
coupled with the optimization of biomass, but connects
with the organism’s tolerable flux variability range. OP-
Synthetic generates a step-by-step optimization procedure
and users can choose the desired number of manipulations
to balance the cost and efficiency. We compared OP-
Synthetic with state-of-the-art publicly freely available
programs, including OptKnock, GDLS, GDBB and
OptForce, on the optimization problems of the succinate
overproduction and N-acetylneuraminic acid synthesis
pathway in E. coli. OP-Synthetic showed its advantage in
low time complexity on large scale metabolic network

optimization problems. More importantly, it could predict
more effective genetic manipulations supported by the
literature, especially on non-growth-coupled metabolic
pathway optimization problems.

METHODS

FBA, FVA and metabolic model reduction

FBA modeling: An m� n stoichiometric matrix S is
established from m metabolites and n reactions in the
whole metabolic network. The ij-th element in S is the
stoichiometric coefficient of metabolite i in reaction j. The
flux distribution vector v with length n contains the flux
value of each reaction. Each element vi has its lower
bound vmin,i and upper bound vmax,i. Under the stoichio-
metric constraint, the metabolic network is assumed to
reach a steady-state. With the objective to maximize the
biomass function vbiomass, an FBA model is built:

max vbiomass

s:t: S⋅v=0,

vmin,i£vi£vmax,i   for  i=1, 2,:::, n:

After solving the optimization problem, the flux distribu-
tion v of the wild-type strain, the maximum value of
biomass Zbiomass and the initial yield of desired metabolite
vobj could be obtained [15,16].
Estimating flux variability constraints: FVA is an

approach to estimate the flux variability according to the
tolerance of the metabolic network. The flux distribution
is suboptimal when the constraint (vbiomass³x⋅Zbiomass) is
added, where 0< x< 1, which represents the proportion
of biomass production rate of the engineered strain
relative to the wild type strain. FVA can get the flux
variability range [vxmin,i,v

x
max,i] by maximizing and mini-

mizing every reaction subject to stoichiometric constraint.

max=min vi

s:t: S⋅v=0,

vbiomass³x⋅Zbiomass,

vmin,i£vi£vmax,i   for  i=1, 2, :::, n:

In OP-Synthetic, we use FVA to estimate two kinds of
ranges to represent different states of metabolic network.
First, we use parameter IN_wt to represent the minimum
permitted percentage of wild type strain biomass produc-
tion rate which defines the sub-optimal solution space of
the wild type strains. We use OUT_ms to represent the
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minimum permitted percentage of biomass production
rate in theoretical mutant strains relative to the wild type.
Generally, IN _wt³OUT _ms, since after genetic manip-
ulations, the engineered strains with higher biochemical
yield may have a less biomass production rate. Then we

let the range Ibound=[vIN–wt
min,i ,v

IN–wt
max,i ] represent the flux

variability of the wild-type organism, and Ibound is derived

by solving the FVAmodels when x = IN_wt. RangeObound

=[vOUT–msmin,i ,v
OUT–ms
max,i ] represents the flux variability of the

theoretical mutant strain, and Obound is derived when x =
OUT_ms.
Metabolic network model reduction: The reactions

are defined as linked reactions when they are in the same
linear metabolic pathway without branches [30]. Under
the flux balance assumption, the ratio of these reaction
fluxes is a fixed constant, thereby they can be considered
as one super node on the metabolic network.
Based on FBA, the mathematical description for the

change of a metabolite mei which is in two reactions is,

dmei
dt

=Sijvj þ Sikvk ,

At the steady state,

Sij
Sik

=–
vk
vj
:

Similar to Lun, D.S., et al [30], we combined reactions
in each linear pathway into one reaction to get the reduced
metabolic model. For the E. coli iAF1260 metabolic
model [32], which had 2,382 reactions, we reduced the
metabolic model to 1,458 reactions. This reduction
greatly improved the computational efficiency. If one
linear pathway needs to be decreased (or deleted),
biologists can just decrease (or delete) the upstream
reaction [33,34]. In the contrary, all reactions need to be
increased to make a linear pathway produce a higher
yield.

OP-Synthetic procedure

OP-Synthetic uses GNU linear programming kit (GLPK)
solver to solve the optimization problems. Based on the
flux range Ibound and Obound estimated by FVA with user
defined sub-optimal biomass tolerance parameters IN_wt
and OUT_ms, OP-Synthetic predicts the maximal pro-
duction rate of objective metabolite using stepwise
searching method (Figure 1). In each step, the algorithm
increases production rate from the initial value vobj by an
increment s, and computes the flux value v� for each
reaction using FBA. Here, s is determined by initial value
vobj. In our applications, we chose s∈ð0:02� vobj, 0:1�
vobjÞ. If the initial value vobj equals to zero, which often
occurs in non-native pathway optimization problems, we

chose s∈ð0:02� vi, 0:1� viÞ, according to nonzero flux
reaction i that has the shortest distance on the network
from the target product. After every increase, the
algorithm computes reaction flux by FBA with a fixed
vobj, then examines if there is any reaction v�i exceeds its
own range Ibound,i. If so, the range of reaction i which
exceeds Ibound,i will be extended to Obound,i. Then
manipulations of these reactions and vobj are recorded,
and the step number n is increased by one. Based on the
initial flux distribution v, the new flux distribution v�, and
the flux variability range Ibound, the manipulations will be
classified into three types as downregulation, upregula-
tion and deletion (Figure 2). The desired metabolite
production rate will keep rising until any reaction exceeds
the flux range Obound. At this time, further increasing vobj
will cause biomass production rate be lower than the
minimum permitted value. Thus the desired metabolite
now reaches the maximum yield under the constraints.
After determining the reactions that need to be

manipulated, the last step is deciding the number of
manipulations for reduced linear pathways. We assume
that if one set of linear reactions needs to be repressed or
deleted, the number of manipulations is only one.
However, if the linear reactions need to be increased, all
the reactions have to be manipulated.

RESULTS

The overproduction of desired metabolites usually has
conflict with cell growth. In the meanwhile to over-
produce the desired metabolites, we should also keep the
strain to have a reasonable biomass production rate.
Different from other approaches that maximally couple
the desired metabolite with biomass, OP-Synthetic
computes flux variability ranges of the metabolic net-
work, then computes the maximum tolerable yield of the
desired metabolite. Thus OP-Synthetic could be applied
on both direct and indirect growth-coupled designs.
We applied OP-Synthetic on the optimization problems

of succinate overproduction and N-acetylneuraminic acid
production with synthetic metabolic pathway in E. coli.
We also compared OP-Synthetic with four freely avail-
able state-of-the-art methods OptKnock, GDLS, GDBB
and OptForce on both core and genome-scale E. coli
metabolic model to evaluate its efficiency.

Parameter setting for OP-Synthetic

Parameters IN_wt and OUT_ms determine the number of
manipulations that would be reported by OP-Synthetic. In
principle, a lower OUT_ms bound makes the program to
search for a higher production rate for the desired
metabolite but with the cost of lower biomass production
rate. A higher IN_wt value means the wild type organism
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could tolerate narrower flux range, and OP-Synthetic may
tend to report more reactions that need to be manipulated.
To test the influence of different parameter settings, we

first applied OP-Synthetic on a core E. coli model (http://
gcrg.ucsd.edu/Downloads/EcoliCore) to find potential
manipulations that can produce higher succinate produc-
tion rate. This core E. coli model is a subset of the
genome-scale metabolic network iAF1260, and contains
72 metabolites and 95 reactions. The carbon source was
glucose and its maximum input value was set to 10
mmol gDW – 1 h – 1. Other nutrients such as ammonia
were allowed in unlimited quantities. In all cases, OP-
Synthetic eliminated the oxygen uptake reaction to get an
anaerobic growth condition. Secretion routes for acetate,
carbon dioxide, ethanol were enabled. Detailed setting of
exchange reactions is in supplementary information

(Supplementary Table S1). We chose the increment s to
be 0.1 mmol gDW – 1 h – 1, and tested 170 different
parameter combinations in total, by varying IN_wt from
15% to 100% and OUT_ms from 10% to 90% both with
5% increase at each step (Supplementary Figure S1). The
constraint IN_wt>OUT_ms was required. Although
different (IN_wt, OUT_ms) combinations may have
different estimated absolute production value, the final
optimization strategies are very consistent at most
parameter settings (Supplementary Table S2).
We also tested the influence of parameter setting on the

genome-scale network iAF1260 by changing IN_wt from
15% to 100% and OUT_mt from 10% to 90%, both with
5% increase. iAF1260 has 1,668 metabolites and 2,382
reactions [32]. The predicted optimization strategies also
showed high consistency (Supplementary Table S3).
Fifty-three out of the 170 parameter settings have the
same optimization strategies compared with (IN_wt,
OUT_ms) = (90%, 40%), while most of the other
parameter settings can get the results within 2 different
manipulations. According to the adaptive evolution
experiments [35,36], we chose the default minimum
permitted percentage of wild type biomass to be 90%. To
balance the biologic feasibility, we chose the minimum
permitted biomass production rate of mutant strain to be
no less than 40% of wild type. Further lower down the

Figure 2. Manipulation type. (A) Downregulation; (B)
Upregulation; (C) Reaction deletion. v represents the
initial flux value obtained from FBA analysis for the wild
type. v� represents the new flux value after increasing the
objective metabolite yield. The reaction calls for a
decrease when the new flux value v� is lower than the
wild type flux range. On the contrary, the reaction needs
to be upregulated when the new flux value v� is higher
than the wild type flux range. If the initial v is not 0, but v�

equal to 0, we regard this reaction to be a candidate
knockout reaction.

Figure 1. OP-Synthetic flowchart. i: reaction ID; v: the
wild type flux distribution; v�i : the new value of reaction i;
Ibound,i: flux variability range of reaction i in wild type;
Obound,i: flux variability range of reaction i in theoretical
mutant strain; vobj: objective production rate; s: incre-

mental amount in stepwise searching.
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OUT_ms value may get higher theoretical production rate,
but with the cost of low cell fitness. In the following
analysis, we used (IN_wt, OUT_ms) = (90%, 40%) as the
default.

Comparison with OptKnock, GDLS, GDBB and
OptForce on succinate overproduction

We compared OP-Synthetic with four publicly available
programs OptKnock, GDLS, GDBB and OptForce for the
overproduction of succinate in core E. coli metabolic
model and genome-scale model iAF1260 under the same
parameter settings.The addition of heterologous pyruvate
carboxylase gene pyc from Lactococcus lactis and
Rhizobium etli is also concerned, since it can effectively
further improve the production of succinate
[10,34,37,38].
When applying OP-Synthetic on iAF1260 metabolic

network, five steps with five manipulations are reported
(Table 1, Supplementary Figure S2). The maximum
yield of succinate after five steps was 10.85
mmol  gDW – 1 h – 1. With the addition of gene pyc, OP-
Synthetic gave an optimization strategy including five
steps and nine manipulations. The final succinate yield
reached 15.15 mmol  gDW – 1 h – 1 (Table 1, Supplemen-
tary Figure S2).
As shown in Table 1, among the five programs, OP-

Synthetic reported the maximum number of manipula-
tions that could be supported by the existing succinate
overproduction strains [10,33,37,38]. Especially for
iAF1260 model with the addition of gene pyc, 7 out of
9 manipulations could be verified in engineered strains,
while the numbers of verified manipulations are 0, 1, 1, 1
by OptKnock, GDLS, GDBB and OptForce, respectively.
We also compared the stable optimization procedures
predicted by the five methods in a step-by-step manner by
varying the number of manipulations from 1 to 9 in
iAF1260 metabolic model with the addition of gene pyc.
OP-Synthetic can get the most manipulations that match
with literature in all steps (Figure 3A).
We also compared the computation time of OP-

Synthetic with the other methods. In general, the running
time grows with the size of network and the number of
manipulations. Of all the five methods, OptForce showed
the highest time complexity, and GDBB was the fastest
(Table 1). The computation time of OP-Synthetic can be
mainly divided into two parts, including FVA computa-
tion time and stepwise searching time. When metabolic
network size increased from core model to genome-scale
model, the FVA computation time increased from 6 s to
478 s, while the running time of stepwise searching
increased from 24 s to 36 s. In contrast, the running time
of OptKnock changed from 21 s to 53,553 s, GDLS

increased from 3 s to 49,329 s, and OptForce increased
from 45,831 s to 154,583 s. Furthermore, when the
number of manipulations grew, OptKnock, GDLS
showed large increase in running time (Figure 3B). In
all cases, OP-Synthetic showed tolerable running time
(less than 10 min), and the computation time does not
change too much with the increase of manipulation
number. Therefore, OP-Synthetic can be easily applied on
the multi-step optimization problems on large networks.
We ran OptKnock and GDLS programs in COBRA
Toolbox [39] using GLPK solver. Computation was
performed on a computer with Intel ® Core™2 Quad
CPU Q9400 @2.66 GHz, 8 Gb memory, running
Windows 7 operation system.
In conclusion, OP-Synthetic finds more effective

manipulations to increase the objective production with
tolerable time complexity. The optimization strategy
determined by OP-Synthetic matches the existing muta-
tion strains much better than the other methods.

Engineering of anN-acetylneuraminicacid synthetic
metabolic pathway

N-acetylneuraminic acid (NeuAc) can promote the infant
brain development, and also keep the function of elderly
brain. It is important for the cell recognition and signal
transmission process [40,41]. There are several engi-
neered strains to overproduce NeuAc [42,43]. In a recent
work by Kang et al., two synthetic reactions including N-
acetylglucosamine 2-epimerase (slr1975) and glucosa-
mine-6-phosphate acetyl transferase (GNA1) were hetero-
logously introduced into E. coli from Synechocystis sp.
PCC6803 and Saccharomyces cerevisiae EBY100 respec-
tively. Then they further manipulated the strain to get a
yield up to 7.85 g1–1 in fed-batch fermentation by gene
knockout and mutagenesis [6].
We applied OP-Synthetic to find the optimization

procedure for the overproduction of NeuAc on E. coli
model iAF1260. The model had 2,384 reactions after
adding the two synthetic reactions. The carbon source
was glucose with a maximum input value of 10
mmol gDW – 1 h – 1. The maximum uptake value of
oxygen was set to 10 mmol gDW – 1 h – 1. Other nutrients
such as potassium and ammonia were allowed in
unlimited quantities. Secretion routes were enabled for
acetate, carbon dioxide, ethanol, etc. Increment s was 0.1
mmol gDW – 1 h – 1, and parameters (IN_wt, OUT_ms)
was set to (90%, 40%).
OP-Synthetic reported a three step optimization

strategy including 14 manipulations in total (Figure 4).
The final NeuAc yield is 4.00 mmol gDW – 1 h – 1. Five
out of eight effective manipulations in strains produced by
Kang et al. were found in OP-Synthetic optimization
strategy (Table 2). Four manipulations consistent with
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Table 1. Comparison of OptKnock, GDLS, GDBB, OptForce and OP-Synthetic in succinate overproduction.

Approach Manipulation Succinate production

(mmol gDW – 1 h – 1 )

Computation time

(s)

Core E. coli

metabolic

model

OptKnock

GDLS

GDBB

OptForce

OP-Synthetica

ACALD2x, CYTBD, FBP, GLUN, GND, LDH_D, SUCDi

ACALD, GLUDy, PFL, PYK, ME2

NA

AKGDH(" ), GAPD(�), FUM(�), PFL(�), ATPM(�)

(step 1) FUM(" )
(step 2) MDH(" )
(step 3) PPC(" )
(step 4) PYK(�)

(step 5) ALCD2x-ETOHt2r-EX_etoh(e)(�), ACALD (�)

10.29

9.92

NA

15*

10.30

21

3

NA

45831

30

E. coli

iAF1260

metabolic

model

OptKnock

GDLS

GDBB

OptForce

OP-Synthetica

ALCD2x, AP5AH, FE2t3pp, GLCDPP, PRATPP

CO2tex, LDH_D, PFL, THD2pp, PPKr

ALCD2x, GLCptspp, GLUDy, Pit2rpp, RPE

MCOATA_f(�), PPA(�), GLYCLTDx(" ), NADH18pp(" ),
TRSARr_f(" )
(step 1) FRD2(" )
(step 2) ETOHtex-ETOHt2rpp-EX_etoh(e) (�)

(step 3) ACALD(�)

(step 4) PYK(�)

(step 5) PPC(" )

10.79

9.77

9.42

15*

10.85

53553

49329

53

154583

514

E. coli

iAF1260

metabolic

model with

addition of

pyc

OptKnock

GDLS

GDBB

OptForce

OP-Synthetica

AP5AH, DDCAtexi, DTMPK, GLYK, MCITS, MLTG1,

NOtpp, R1PK, URAtex

ACALD, ACCOAL, EAR40x, EAR80x, Htex, ME2, PGI,

PPKr, SUCOAS

ACALD, LALDO2x, ALR4x, OAADC, GART, THRA2i,

GND, ME2, THD2pp

3HAD60(�), ACS(�), O2tex_f(�), PFL(�), PGAMT_f(�),

GAPD6(" ), MALS(" ), MDH3(" ), NADH18pp(" )
(step 1) ACALD(�), ETOHtex-ETOHt2rpp-EX_etoh(e) (�),

ALCD2x(�)

(step 2) FDR2(" )
(step 3) MDH(" ), PYC(" )
(step 4) EX_for(e)-FORtex (�), FORtppi(�)

(step 5) PFL (�)

15.10

12.98

10.69

15*

15.15

62483

9395

136

154592

522

*The minimum guaranteed flux for succinate by OptForce. aThe predicted yield and computation time for OP-Synthetic is the final combination of all

steps.

In OP-Synthetic results, the meaning of different signals, ( " ): upregulation; ( # ): downregulation; (�): deletion. In the optimization strategies proposed

by OptKnock, GDLS and GDBB, all the manipulations are reaction deletions. The manipulations with grey backgrounds were found in existing mutant

strains with high succinate production. (Note that the reaction names are consistent with the E. coli iAF1260 metabolic model.)
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literature were predicted in the first step, with NeuAc
production rate of 1.95 mmol gDW – 1 h – 1 after the first
step.
Knockouts of nanE and nanK reduce the expression of

N-acetylmannosamine 6-phosphate epimerase and N-
acetyl-D-mannosamine kinase. As a result, more
GlcNAc-6P is available to produce ManNAc, which is

the precursor of NeuAc production. The deletion of gene
nagB forces Fru-6P to be converted into GlcN-6P, which
is the precursor of the NeuAc synthetic metabolic
pathway. nanT is the secondary transporter of NeuAc.
The deletion of nanT avoids retro-transportation, and
prevents consumption of NeuAc in E. coli [6]. Deletion of
acetate production pathway can reduce the by-product,

Figure 3. Comparison of the number of reactions that can be verified by literature and running time using OptKnock,
GDLS, GDBB, OptForce and OP-Synthetic. E. coli iAF1260 genome-scale metabolic network with the addition of gene pyc is used.
(A) The number of reactions that could be verified by literature is shown by the five methods. (B) The running time is shown under the
same number of manipulations by the five methods.

Figure 4. The optimization procedure of N-acetylneuraminic acid by OP-Synthetic. (A) Biomass production rate after every step.
(B) NeuAc production rate after every step. (C) Part of the E. coli map to show the optimization strategy for the overproduction of
NeuAc. The signal � represents gene deletion. The purple lines represent the two synthetic reactions N-acetylglucosamine 2-
epimerase (slr1975) and glucosamine-6-phosphate acetyl transferase (GNA1) which are introduced from Synechocystis sp.
PCC6803 and S. cerevisiae EBY100, respectively.
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thus more pyruvate can be gotten, which is also a
precursor of NeuAc production. Though the other
manipulations are not presented in literature, they can
provide suggestions for further experiments from another
perspective. For example, the deletion of formate and
ethanol production pathways are suggested to eliminate
by-product synthesis, leading to the availability of more
pyruvate, and thereby more NeuAc.
We also tried to apply OptKnock, GDLS, GDBB and

OptForce to the same problem on E. coli metabolic
network with the addition of the synthetic metabolic
pathways. However, no optimization strategy was found
for the overproduction of NeuAc. The basic concept of
bilevel optimization methods is to maximize connection
between the growth rate and desired metabolite. Never-
theless, in this case, the synthetic metabolic pathway to
produce NeuAc has little contribution to biomass
function. There are no manipulations that can directly
couple the production of NeuAc with biomass. Therefore
no effective intervention can be predicted by GDLS,
OptKnock, and GDBB. For OptForce, the overproduction
of this synthetic metabolic pathway does not cause
significant change of flux range defined by the program.
That is, all the reaction flux range in wild type and
overproduction metabolic network has overlapping
ranges. So no optimization strategy was predicted. We
further applied iterative knockout with linear MOMA [18]
on iAF1260 with two synthetic reactions in this case. We
could not find any knockout strategy that can lead to a
none zero production of NeuAc. Thus we concluded that
OP-Synthetic showed its advantage over other existing
publicly available methods on non-growth-coupled meta-
bolite NeuAc overproduction problem.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we introduced an optimization procedure
called OP-Synthetic to identify step-by-step metabolic
manipulations (reaction upregulation, downregulation
and deletion) for overproduction of biochemical com-
pounds. We applied OP-Synthetic on both growth-
coupled and non-growth-coupled metabolic pathway
optimization problems on core and genome-scale E. coli
metabolic networks. The results showed that OP-

Synthetic optimization procedure better matches the
reported experimental results than existing computational
methods. Additionally, since OP-Synthetic has low time
complexity, it can be applied on large-scale metabolic
network optimization problems.
Non-native chemical biosynthesis is an important field

of metabolic engineering. When synthetic metabolic
pathway is introduced into the host strain, the objective
targets are often not growth-coupled. The computational
strategies that maximize the connection of biomass and
desired metabolite, are not suitable to predict the
manipulations under this condition. Different with other
optimization methods that not related on growth-coupled
design, such as OptForce, FSEOF, etc., OP-Synthetic
searches for the maximum tolerable yield in the flux
variability range of wild type and theoretical mutant
strains. OP-Synthetic can effectively handle the over-
production problem of non-growth-coupled pathways,
which makes it especially useful for non-native chemical
overproduction problems.
Compared with the other methods, OP-Synthetic does

not have a constraint on the maximum number of allowed
manipulations. Instead, it reports all the putative manip-
ulations under the constraint of maximum tolerant
biomass variance. As OP-Synthetic provides step-by-
step manipulation predictions, biologists can choose the
appropriate number of steps to balance the growth rate
and the desired metabolite production. In addition,
multiple strain mutations can be produced simultaneously
by multiplex automated genome engineering (MAGE)
[44], which may further reduce the time needed to
produce the optimally engineered strains.
A potential improvement of OP-Synthetic is integrating

other flux analysis methods, such as pFBA [45] and
MOMA. Another is that, during optimization OP-
Synthetic requires the predicted mutant strains to keep
in a biology feasible state (reasonable growth rate in
current version). Such framework could also be applied
on other metabolic state constraints, such as high by-
product yield. We are also trying to implement CRISPRi
[46] based approach to evaluate the biologic feasibility of
different strategies by experiments. Systematically testing
different optimization strategies will provide new insight
for designing better optimization prediction methods.

Table 2. The manipulations identified by OP-Synthetic for NeuAc yield optimization.

Step Manipulations

1 G6PDA(nagB) (�), AMANAPEr(nanE)(�), EDD(�), EX_neu(nanT)(�), AMANK(nanK)(�), GLUABUTt7pp(�), ETOH-

tex- ETOHt2rpp- EX_etoh(e)(�), AGDC(�), ABUTt2pp(�)

2 EX_for(e)-FORtex(�), PFL(�), PYK(�)

3 Act2rpp(�), ACtex-EX_ac(e)(�)

Signal � represents gene deletion
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